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Abstract The Chinese-Sensible Code is the first two-dimension code standard of 

China who totally owns proprietary intellectual property rights. It has been widely 

used in books, bank drafts and managements of armed police vehicles. However, due 

to the characteristics of application environment and interference factors, it’s hard to 

ensure the accuracy and robustness of the recognition. In view of these, the paper 

proposed a recognition method of Chinese-Sensible Code under clutter background. 

Firstly, the barcode was positioned with two steps based on the general characteristics 

and scanning characteristics of barcode. Secondly, according to the center and angle 

inclination of the barcode, a rectification algorithm based on bilinear interpolation was 

used to restore image. At last, an edge projection segmentation algorithm and a double 

threshold analysis of projection results are proposed to recognize barcode. The result 

of the experiment showed that the proposed method can recognize the Chinese-

Sensible Code under clutter background effectively and accurately, at the same time it 

has excellent ability of anti-interference to noise. 

Keywords: Chinese-Sensible Code. Secondary positioning. Position detection pattern. 

Bilinear interpolation. Projection algorithm 

1  Introduction 

In the past few years, two-dimension code standards in China all came from foreign 
technology, such as America's PDF417 code, Japan's QR code etc. China didn’t have its 
own proprietary intellectual property rights, and the strict patent protection led to 
expensive equipment and hidden danger in information security. Aug.23th, 2007, with 
complete proprietary intellectual property rights, China formally released a two-
dimension code national standard "Chinese-Sensible Code"(CS Code), which was put 
into practice on Feb.1, 2008 [1]. The CS Code has the characteristics of high density, 
variable shape and large capacity for information. Moreover, the CS Code has strong 
ability of correcting errors, resisting fouling and distortion, expressing Chinese 
characters with high coding efficiency etc. [9] 
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The CS Code structure diagram is shown in Fig.1. Compared with the previous two-
dimension codes, the CS Code makes some changes in structure. For example, there is 
no continuous border in CS code; its four position detection graphs are not closed and 
arranged in different directions. These changes lead to difference recognition methods 
between the CS Code and traditional two-dimension codes. 

For the CS Code recognition, it mainly includes three key steps which are 
positioning, inclination correction and single character identification. Only if the 
algorithm’s efficiency of these three steps improved, the accuracy and speed of the final 
recognition can improve. In addition, it gives higher request to the method’s 
adaptability and accuracy because of the change of the operating environment and the 
variety of image background. The clutter background usually includes words, forms, 
stains, scratches and so on.
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Fig. 1 CS Code structure diagram 

Previously, the boundary positioning method was typically used to position the two-
dimension code. References [5, 7, 13] get the code’s left border by scanning from left to 
right, then get a straight line equation of boundary through Hough transform. Firstly, 
there is so much calculating work for Hough transform that this method won’t process 
in real time. What’s worse, CS Code is different from former stacked two-dimension 
codes because its boundary is not a straight-line continuum. Moreover, the complex 
background will affect the code positioning. Reference [4] uses the position detection to 
directly position the graphics features. However, when the code’s proportion is very 
lower in the whole image, this method will need lots of time. And the proportion in the 
background can be as same as that of detection graphics, which will cause this method 
failed. 

A lot of references have presented methods on two-dimension code’s inclination 
correction [8, 10], but these methods are not suitable for CS Code due to the different 
structures of position detection patterns. It also needs an approximate treatment with an 
interpolation method in this process. Although the calculation is simple, the nearest 
interpolation will result in jagged edge, overlap and hole. But these won't appear on the 
bilinear interpolation [11]. 

In single character identification, the projection algorithm can increase square SNR 
by H times, thus it can reduce the influence of the noise during the identification [6]. 

Combining closely with the structural features and the application background, this 
paper proposed a recognition method of CS Code under clutter background. It aims at 
several key steps including positioning, inclination correction and single character 
identification during recognition. First, the secondary positioning is raised to position 
the barcode. Then, a new method is proposed for the inclination correction and an 
approximate processing by bilinear interpolation. Finally, this paper segments the code 
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with edge projection algorithm and identifies single character with double threshold 
analysis of projection results. 

2 CS Code Positioning 

The proposed method gains code’s position by using secondary positioning, which 
consists rough positioning based on subdomains feature and accurate positioning based 
on position detection patterns feature. 

2.1 Rough Positioning based on Subdomain Feature 

CS Code’s gray image is divided into nm  subdomains and each subdomain is marked 

as ,i jA  ( 0,1, , 1;i m    0,1, , 1)j n   . The subdomains containing CS Code will 

be picked up according to the subdomains’ contrast feature and linear scale feature. 
Finally, rough positioning will be done when the subdomains containing CS Code are 
merged. 

2.1.1 Subdomain Feature 

A) Contrast Feature 

The CS Code is constructed by black and white squares. Therefore, if the subdomain 

,i jA contains a part of CS Code, it will obviously have the contrast feature of gray value, 

while the background has no the similar contrast feature in general case. According to 
this distinction, the parts with uniform gray value will be filtered out. 

In the subdomain ,i jA , gray value k of each pixel point is calculated, and then a 

suitable threshold value T  is chosen to class the pixel points into two classifications. 
Pixels with values greater than T will be labeled as bright and others will be labeled as 

dark, and the suns of pixels in the two classifications are equal. Define” kn ” as the sum 

of the pixels whose gray value is k in the sub-domain, and then the gray averages of 
dark and bright pixels are defined as follows: 
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Define )( , jiACon  as the contrast between dark and blight pixels’ gray averages. 

darkbrightji GGACon )( ,       (2) 

B) Linear Scale Feature 

Due to the fact that CS Code is a matrix code, the subdomains containing parts of CS 
Code should include many line segments after edge extraction, and the quantity in one 
certain direction is far larger than that in other directions. After edge detection, the 
subdomain can be considered as a part of CS Code if the line segments’ quantity is up 
to a certain number. On the other hand, subdomains, which contain lines or forms in 
other directions, or less numbers of line segments in the certain direction, will be 
filtered out. 

Detect the edges of image by using Canny operator to get a binary image of these 
edges. After that, the Hough transform is used to detect all the line segments whose 
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length is larger than a certain threshold value in the binary image. Then, the line 

segments’ quantity of every angle is got by statistical analysis and an angle max with 

maximum number of line segments is chosen as Target direction.  

Finally, the line segments’ quantity Line(Ai,j) of each subdomain in the target 

direction max  is counted and define Line(Ai,j) as the linear scale feature of the 

subdomain. 

2.1.2 Choosing and Merging the Subdomains 

Contrast )( , jiACon and linear scale )( , jiALine are two features of the subdomain. In 

order to determine whether the subdomain ,i jA  is a part of CS Code, two rules are 

defined as follows: 
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,
       (3) 

If both two features satisfy the formula, the subdomain Ai,j is set as part of CS Code. 

According to the variability of threshold, choosing threshold values can be carried 
out by using a fixed threshold or a floating threshold. Since the floating threshold is 
relatively more adaptable than the fixed threshold, OTSU algorithm is used to select the 
threshold value in this paper. 

Depending on the connectivity between subdomains, cluster all the candidate 

subdomains into several connected domains which are labeled as NSSS ,,, 21  . Count 

the sum of subdomains in every connected region ( 1,2,..., )iS i N , and define the sum 

iS as the base of iS . Remove the connected region with small base according to 

formula (4).  

areai TS         (4) 

areaT  is an empirical threshold value that the CS Code will be filtered out if it’s too large 

and nothing will be filtered out if it’s too small. Fig.2 shows the result of rough 
positioning, which is worked on the gray image of CS Code.  
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(a)           (b) 

  
(c)         (d) 

Fig. 2 Rough positioning: (a) Figure shows the gray image of CS Code (b) Figure shows the positioning 

result based on single gray value feature (c) Figure shows the location result based on double feature and (d) 
Figure shows the positioning result of screening and merging on subdomains 

2.2 Accurate Positioning based on Position Detection Pattern Feature 

After the rough positioning has been performed, the barcode will be located accurately 
on the basis of the position of image-finder graphics. The template matching method 
can be used to position the target, while it costs an expensive calculation and does not 
work when the size of the code changes [12]. This paper uses the scanning feature of 
position detection patterns to position the barcode. The image-finder graphic of CS 
Code is made up of four position detection patterns each of which is a 7 7 module 
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which is shown in Fig.3 (a). Its structure can be seen as a 7 7  dark module, a 6 6  

light module, a 5 5  dark module, a 4 4  light module and a 3 3  dark module 

overlapped in turn. The center of the 3 3  dark module is the center of this position 

detection pattern. When a horizontal or vertical line goes through the center of this 
position detection pattern, the scanning characteristic is a dark and bright alternation 
with the ratio of 1:1:1:1:3 or 3:1:1:1:1 as shown in Fig.3 (b). This characteristic will not 
change regardless of the size or rotation, and it’s unlikely to appear in other locations in 
the image. So the recognition of four position detection patterns can position the 
specific position of the code quickly and accurately. 

7

5

3
        

(a) Position detection pattern       (b) Scanning characteristic 

Fig. 3 Structure of position detection pattern 

3 CS Code Inclination Correction 

Combining the specific characteristics of CS Code, this paper presents a method for the 
inclination correction. Four centers of the position detection patterns are connected as 
shown in Fig.4 (a). According to the position and direction of four the position 
detection patterns, an equilateral right triangle is made up by three lines (a, b and e) as 
shown in Fig.4 (b). The vertex B is the center of the top right corner of the position 
detection pattern, and the intersection of two diagonals O is the code figure’s center. 
The angle of inclination is worked out according to the equation of the straight line 

AB   sincos yx . Then rotate the barcode figure around the center O. 
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(a) Relative position of four center points     (b) Equilateral right triangle 

Fig. 4 Straight line joining the four center points 

If all the points rotate anticlockwise around the origin, the transformation function is 
as follows: 

 sincos yxx    cossin yxy       (5) 
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where  yx,  is original coordinate,  yx , is rotated coordinate. The inversion function 

is: 

 sincos yxx    cossin yxy       (6) 

With the matrix form said: 
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For a digital image, the coordinate is an integer; the pixels in rotated image may 

not find the corresponding pixels in the original image, so there must be an approximate 

treatment with an interpolation method.  

This paper used the bilinear interpolation for the approximate treatment. The 

bilinear interpolation is also named as first-order interpolation. It is to count the 

distance between target coordinates and four adjacent points, then make use of distance 

ratio and four adjacent pixels’ grey value for gray interpolation[2]. For a target pixel, 

after transformation the floating point coordinate is ),( qjpi  , where i and j are 

nonnegative integers, p and q are floating numbers in the region of [0,1]. The pixel’s 

value is determined by four adjacent pixels’ gray values in the original image whose 

coordinates are ),( ji , )1,( ji , ),1( ji  and )1,1(  ji : 

( , ) (1 )(1 ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , 1) (1 ) ( 1, ) ( 1, 1)f i p j q p q f i j p qf i j p q f i j pqf i j             

 (8) 

4 Single Character Identification 

4.1 Code Segmentation 

The cores of the code segmentation are edge detection and projection algorithm [3]. 

Based on the CS code’s specific edge features, this paper detects the edge of the image 

with a Sobel level operator, and then conducts the projection of the horizontal direction 

[6]: 


x

x yxfyp ),()(        (9) 

Here x is the Sobel level operator: 

( , ) [ ( 1, 1) 2 ( , 1) ( 1, 1)] [ ( 1, 1) 2 ( , 1) ( 1, 1)]x f x y f x y f x y f x y f x y f x y f x y                

 (10) 

Because the peak value of )(yp corresponds to the line boundary of code, the procedure 

of position )(yp  is as follows: 

 Construct one-dimensional Gaussian template: 

)
2

exp(
2

1
)(

2

2



y
yg        (11) 

 Execute a convolution to )(yp with Gauss function: 

)(*)()( ygypy         (12) 
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 Compute difference calculation to get the first-order difference )(' y and the 

second-order difference 
''( )y , the set of peak values is: 

' ''{ | ( ) 0, ( ) 0, ( ) }iy y y p y k         (13) 

where k is an empirical value. 

After these above steps, the boundary of CS code and single character’s width H are 
worked out, and the code is divided into single-line codes. 

4.2 Single Chatacter Identification based on Projection Analysis 

According to the width H of character, this proposed method projects the single-line 
CS code in the direction of vertical and segments the projection result. The number of 

light color pixels point on column k of row i and column j  (i.e. height of light 

projection) is defined as
k

jih , . The threshold value is set as thh . Calculate the number of 

k
jih ,  which is greater than thh in every single-line image and name it as ),( jilines . So 

the ratio of ),( jilines  to single character’s width is: 

H

jiline
l ji

),(
,         (14) 

In the end, a suitable threshold value (0 1)th thl l  is selected and compared 

with jil , .The value of each single CS code ,i jS  is determined according to the formula 

(15). 
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In the experiment, the threshold value are set as Hhth 2/1  and 2/1thl .   

5 Experiment Comparison 

5.1 Segmentation Experiment 

The segmentation result of the projection image is shown in Fig.5, the numbers beneath 
correspond to the serial number of a single characters image. The segmentation is 
processed with the width of character H and the segmentation object is the projection 
result rather than the barcode image. In the figure, it’s easy to see that the segmentation 
result is clear and conducive to next experiments. 

 

1 2 1410987543 6 11 12 13 2322212019181615 17  

Fig. 5 Segmentation result of projection image 
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5.2 Single Character Identification based on Projection Analysis 

A detailed analysis is made on the fourth polluted barcode character in Fig.5 after 
segmentation and amplification. As shown in Fig.6, Fig.6 (a) is the fourth barcode 
character and Fig.6 (b) is the result of projection, it’s a little blurry due to the 

enlargement effect. Here the threshold value are set as Hhth 2/1  and 2/1thl . It is 

apparent that 2/1, jil  so the value of this character is 0 ,( 0)i jS  , which means 

dark module. 

Fig.7 is the result of Fig.5 after double-threshold analysis of projection result. It can 
be seen that discriminations are all correct even when the fouling is more than half of 
column number and no more than half of width. To a large extent, this method 
strengthens anti-noise and anti-fouling ability of the system and improves the 
robustness. 

      
(a) Single barcode character      (b) Result of projection 

Fig. 6 Analysis on single character projection result 

 

1 2 1410987543 6 11 12 13 2322212019181615 17

10 0000000000000000000 11
 

Fig. 7 Example of single character identification 

5.3 Contrast Experiment between New and Old Algorithm 

This paper does a contrast experiment between new algorithms raised in this paper and 
old algorithms already raised by former scholar on 100 shot CS Code images under 
clutter background. Because no method existed is suitable for the CS Code on the 
inclination correction, the experiment is divided into three separate contrasts. 

Table 1 shows that only three images cannot be positioned due to the vague border 
while old algorithm can only position 94%.The 97 successfully positioned images can 
all make inclination correction done. During the step of single character identification, 
it counted the ratio of characters identified right to all the characters in 97 images. And 
the accuracy this paper raised is up to 98.17% while the old is just 91.36%. 

Table 1 Comparison of different algorithm 

 New algorithm Old algorithm 

Positioning 97% 94% 

Inclination correction 100% — 

single character identification 98.17% 91.36% 
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On the premise of no data-level decoding, the correct rate is up to 95.8%. 
Combination the error correcting code of data-level, the algorithm of this paper can 
recognize CS Code under more complex background and with higher pollution degree. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper proposed a recognition method of the CS Code under complex background 
focusing on three big problems of the CS Code recognition that are positioning, 
inclination correction and single character identification,. The proposed method gets a 
standard barcode through the secondary positioning and a new inclination correction 
method with the bilinear interpolation, and then identifies single character with the 
double threshold analysis of projection results. After simulation experimental 
comparison with old algorithm, the result shows that the algorithms proposed in this 
paper can position and identify the CS code accurately and efficiently, and it has a 
strong anti-interference ability for noise and violation, so this method is suitable for the 
CS Code recognition under complex background. 
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